TED Alternative Certification Course Options for School Counselors

Contact:

**Classroom Management (Required, choose one):**
TED 8390 Classroom Management Elementary (Summer 3-week course), Permit Needed – contact SC Program Coordinator
or
TED 8390 Classroom Management Secondary (Summer 3-week course), Permit Needed – contact SC Program Coordinator

**SPED (choose one):**
SPED 8030 Teaching Students with Exceptionalities (Summer, Remote or Hybrid/In-Person)
SPED 8120 High Incidence Disabilities (Summer or Fall, Online)

**Diversity (choose one):**
TED 8130 Language, Culture and Power (Summer, Hybrid/Remote or Fall, Hybrid/In-Person)
TED 8150 Anti-Racist Education (Fall, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8180 Culturally Responsive Teaching (Spring, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8210 Principles of Multicultural Education (Summer, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8280 Intro to Human Rights in P-12 Education (Spring, Hybrid/In-Person)
TED 8290 Trauma-Informed Instruction (Fall, Hybrid/Remote)

**Pedagogy (choose one):**
TED 8300 Effective Teaching Practices (Fall, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8120 Foundations of English as a Second Language (Spring, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8160 ESL Strategies for Educators (Fall, Hybrid/Remote or Spring, Hybrid/In-Person)
TED 8200 Social Worlds of Young Child (Fall, Hybrid/In-Person)
TED 8220 Play as a Learning Medium in Early Childhood Education (Summer, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8240 Family, School, and Community Partners (Spring, Hybrid/In-Person)
TED 8550 Technology for Creative and Critical Thinking (Fall, Spring, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8560 Technology for Diverse Learners (Fall, Spring, Hybrid/Remote)
TED 8850 Professional Collaboration (Summer, Online)

*Please note: Availability of courses is subject to change. If a course is not offered during the term you planned you may need to figure out a different time or alternate course.*

**NDE School Counselor Endorsement Guidelines:**
006.48D41 if the candidate has not previously earned a teaching certificate with an endorsement contained in 92 NAC 24, the candidate must also complete a minimum of 12 additional semester hours of professional teacher education coursework related to core curriculum design, lesson plan development, classroom management strategies, student assessment, and differentiated instructional strategies.